
A BRIEF OF THE 1996 UEFA

The UEFA Champions League Final was a football match played on 22 May between Juventus of Italy and Ajax of the
Netherlands. The match ended.

Inference: Success cannot be simply the battlefield it must also be the political equality of all. Reynald Pedros
was the one player to miss in the shootout, as Czech Republic won the penalty shoot-out 6â€”5. Germany
were European champions again, the first time as a unified country. Prostrate- This explains the exhaustion
that Steve Redgrave experienced after his last race before retiring. England defeated rival Scotland 2â€”0 in
their next game, and then produced one of their finest performances ever with a 4â€”1 win over the
Netherlands. In complete contrast Matthew Pinsent was excited and was showing how happy he was by
smiling and punching the air The other three quarter-finalists were Portugal whose "Golden Generation" was
competing at its first major tournament , Spain, and a France team featuring a young Zinedine Zidane.
Whereas English supporters always look back on previous wins and do not give the enthusiasm and passion to
win to the team. He was honoured by having a documentary on television. Adam also sees some of the
football supporters as football hooligans. The quote football and rock and roll implies that people look back to
and the result of that tournament. France and Spain dominated the group, [9] [10] with France avenging
Bulgaria for the qualification debacle, [11] and World Cup quarter-finalists Romania going home, [12] with
no points and only one goal scored. All candidates had to submit their plans by 10 December  This quote
explains to the reader that throughout the tournament football supporter, television commentators, journalist
will be talking about the own opinion on the games over a drink in the pub or at home. Evidence:
Interpretation of the 10th Amendment--â€¦powers not prohibited to federal govt nor prohibited to states are
reserved to the states, or people. United States History Dr. The first quarter-final between the hosts and Spain
ended goalless, after Spain had two goals disallowed and two claims for a penalty denied. The draw for the
qualifying competition took place in Manchester on 22 January  It was the first European Championship to
feature 16 finalists, following UEFA's decision to expand the tournament from eight teams. Patrik Berger
scored from a penalty in 59th minute to put the Czechs ahead. The Czechs lost to Germany, the eventual group
winners, in their opener, but then defeated Italy and drew with Russia. German substitute Oliver Bierhoff then
scored to make it 1â€”1. The opening game of Euro 96 was held on June 8th at Wembley. German substitute
Oliver Bierhoff then scored to make it 1â€”1. Germany won the tournament, beating the Czech Republic
2â€”1 in the final with a golden goal during extra time; this was the first major competition to be decided
using this method. Calibrate- The word Calibrate describes the way that Steve Redgrave is likely to recap over
the race. The other three quarter-finalists were Portugal whose " Golden Generation " was competing at its
first major tournament , Spain, and a France team featuring a young Zinedine Zidane. The remaining two
second placed teams â€” The Netherlands and the Republic of Ireland â€” contested a one-off play-off match
in England to decide the final qualifier. The remaining two second placed teams â€” The Netherlands and the
Republic of Ireland â€” contested a one-off play-off match in England to decide the final qualifier. Croatia ,
the Czech Republic and Russia competed for the first time in their own right since the dissolution of
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union though the Russian team is considered by FIFA to be the
direct descendant of the Soviet Union and CIS teams that had appeared in six past tournaments and the Czech
team is the descendant of the Czechoslovakia team. It took place in England from 8 to 30 June  He implies that
other countries supporters look to each tournament as a new tournament. Quarter-finals and semi-finals The
knockout stages were characterised by negative, defensive play; as a result, only nine goals were scored in the
seven games and four of the matches were decided on penalties. The quote football and rock and roll implies
that people look back to and the result of that tournament. Adam Sweeting appears to be negative towards
football and states that it is boring. The hosting of the event was contested by five bids: Austria, England,
Greece, the Netherlands and Portugal. Instead, the bids were largely prepared as if hosting an eight-team
tournament, meaning only four venues were due to be required. This passage is informative because the article
gives the date and venue of the first game of the tournament. He was honoured by having a documentary on
television. Qualified teams The following sixteen teams qualified for the finals: Country. Bid process[ edit ]
At the time of the bidding process, it had not yet been confirmed that sixteen teams would be participating. In
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complete contrast Matthew Pinsent was excited and was showing how happy he was by smiling and punching
the air. This opinion will be a post mortem or celebration depending on the result of the game discussing
scores and techniques used during the game. Seven of the eight participants at the previous tournament in were
again present, with only Sweden â€” despite also having finished third in the World Cup two years earlier â€”
missing out.


